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 elcasc is a sociocultural renewal project  set in Villena, 
Spain, which aims to investigate and transform aspects of the 
historic city centre’s social and urban fabric. Over the course 
of 10 days in the summer of 2013, from july 29th to august 8th,  
a 200-strong multi-disciplinary group of students and young 
professionals from around the world will devise and deliver a 
series of low-cost architectural, artistic and cultural interventions. 
They will draw on and celebrate the city’s local heritage and 
socio-cultural patterns. 

 elcasc consists of 12 practical workshops and a 
theoretical seminar about the historical centre reactivation 
through different disciplines like architecture, design, art, 
urbanism, restoration, sociology, economy, engineering or  
audiovisual communication. 

theevent



 The practical workshops will consist of a series of building 
processes on the heritage and artistic and socio-cultural actions. 
Renowned and experienced tutors will lead these workshops: 

 The theoretical seminar theme will be the recovery of 
historical centres. It will be led and coordinated by the professor 
Gabino Ponce, Director of the Heritage management Master 
of the Alicante University. The speakers will be specialists in 
heritage recovery and management.

- Arquitectura se mueve
- Pez estudio
- Arae patrimonio
- Unusual green
- PKMN [pac-man]
- Paco Ortí

- Zuloark
- Like architects
- Espai MGR
- Desayuno con viandantes
- Alfonso Calza
- Miguel Ángel Martinez



	 An	office	formed	by	a	group	of	young	
professionals whose wide-ranging experience 
and specialised training complement each 
other and broaden the possibilities and working 
processes of each project. Its work ethos 
employs a strong personal commitment to each 
project, supported by an ongoing team work, 
which continually generates new processes 
of investigation that lead to innovative and 
award-winning results.

	 The	 University	 of	 Alicante,	 through	 the	 Office	 of	 the	 Vice-
President of Culture, Sports and Language Policies and its headquarters 
in Villena, has participated in and set up various workshops and 
seminars about the study of historic centres. It also regularly organises 
summer courses located in Villena.

 The headquarters of the Alicante University  in Villena is part of 
Office	of	the	Vice-President	of	Culture,	Sports	and	Language	Policies	
and it is located on Calle Trinitarias, 2 C AC de Villena (Alicante).

 The General Foundation of the Alicante’s University is dedicated 
to	the	following	fields:	educational,	cultural,	scientific,	social,	sporting,	
health, cooperation development, environment protection, research  
and other similar activities.

 Villena City Council through the efforts 
of its counsellors are working to accomplish 
the objectives of the “Special Plan for the 
Protection of the Historic Centre of Villena 
(PECH)”, approved unanimously in  2009 by the 
city council.
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01_To create a brand, elcasc, related to architectonic and cultural 
heritage recovery.

02_To study urban restoration by using direct low-cost actions.

03_To revitalise deteriorated urban areas with social problems.

04_To value and make citizenship aware about their heritage features, 
its interest and the importance of its recovery.

05_To generate a teaching-learning model, based on leisure-formative 
practise	and	fieldwork.

06_To project internationally, by the participation of young foreign 
students and professionals.

thegoals



 If you want to know more about the project, you can 
look	up	the	official	event	web	site:

 www.elcasc.com

 To get more information about how to collaborate 
with elcasc you can get in contact with us through:
 

  Fernando Navarro 
  
  (0034) 606863631

  info@elcasc.com
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